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Mobility management in the city of Ghent 
 
 

1. Presentation of the city of Ghent 
 
Gent, 55 km to the west of Brussels, covers 156 sq. km of which 36 sq. km is port area.  
In the late mediaeval times Gent was the second largest city in NW-Europe, after Paris. Gent is now the 
second largest city of the region 'Flanders', and the third centre in Belgium.   
 
Gent is the core city of a metropolitan area of about 500,000 inhabitants. This means that 290,000 people 
live in the municipalities of the Gent commuting belt outside the city limits. Every day, about 35.000 
people commute to Gent. The city itself has 226.000 inhabitants (excluding non residential students). 
 
Gent was the first industrialised city in Flanders (late 18th Century), specialised in textiles.  
Since the rapid development of the port, it became specialised in steel making, electromechanical 
industries and car assembly. Gent increasingly becomes a city specialised in services, as the increase in 
the number of jobs experienced during the eighties is due to the rapid expansion of the service sector. 
 
Gent has a diversified economy, which is supported by:  

• a sea-port, handling 24 million tonnes/ year;  
• a university (23,000 students);  
• several polytechnics (22,000 students)  
• new research & development facilities;  
• industrial estates and support for young companies;  
• heritage, culture (opera, theatres, museums,…) 

 
Ghent is situated at the intersection of the motorways E17 and E40 and can easily be reached by car. 
National and international trains stop in Ghent (stations Sint-Pieters and Dampoort).  
The city has an extensive public transport network serving the city centre and surrounding area.  
 
All these elements make Gent an attractive city and generate considerable levels of traffic from and to the 
city. Major highways that link Gent with all other important cities in Belgium surround the city. Some of 
these highways lead directly into the centre of Gent, making it very attractive to reach the city centre by 
car, and leading to excessive private vehicle usage.  
 
In order to counter the traffic problems, a number of plan were established. 
 

2. Bicycle Plan (1993) 
 
In 1993 the city introduced a bicycle plan, featuring cycling infrastructure, theft prevention and creating a 
bicycle culture, including a ‘bicycle unit’ in the city administration. 
 
A lot of infrastructure was constructed along city roads or along the abundant waterways in the city 
(including some underpasses under bridges).  
 
The main problems are however the city ring road and the main access roads leading from the region to 
this city ring road. These roads are administered by the Flemish Region and carry usually a lot of traffic. 
Bicycle infrastructure was rather poor on these roads, but a program is now underway to improve bicycle 
infrastructure on these roads. 
 
The present modal split is (excluding non permanent residential students): car 60%, walking 17%, bike 
14%, public transport 8%, moped 1%.  
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3. Mobility plan (1997) 
 
In 1997 the ‘Mobility Plan for the Inner city’ was introduced.  
 
The main features of the plan were: 
 
! no through traffic anymore in the city centre of Ghent (by creating a large pedestrian area and by 

traffic flow measures);  
! pedestrians, cyclists and public transport are given more space, since only few cars are allowed 

in the city centre; 
! traffic calming: apart of the pedestrian area, a speed limit of 30 km/h. has been established 

between the pedestrian area and the parking route; 
! re-designing streets and squares aims at making the city centre more attractive to citizens and 

visitors; 
A ‘parking route’ around the city centre ensures an optimal accessibility and especially to the 
(underground) parking garages. The city did not support additional parking; all extra parking in parking 
buildings was compensated for by the reduction of on street parking. 
 
Part of the city centre was pedestrianised - an area of some 35 hectares/86 acres and as such the largest 
car-free centre in Belgium - and in other parts traffic-calming measures were introduced with the creation 
of a 30 km/h area. 
 
Whereas previously pedestrians felt under constant threat of being knocked down, cyclists took their lives 
into their own hands, public transport moved at a snail's pace through congested streets and drivers drove 
round and round looking for a parking space, the centre has now become a place where all light forms of 
transport are able to move freely.  
 
By far the most important measure to achieve this is to keep through-traffic out of the city centre. This 
traffic must make use of the city's ring road and the P-route (parking route). Signs along the ring road 
indicate which car parks are nearby and how many spaces are still available in them. When you follow 
these signs you automatically end up on the P-route.  
 
An ever-increasing number of people discover that you do not always need to take the car and that, with a 
little effort, there are other ways to get about; ways which in a few years will have to be used if we all 
want to avoid being stuck in traffic the moment we leave the house.  
By then it will be a good thing for people to know their way around in and into the city centre on foot, by 
bicycle and public transport.  
 
Under the new traffic regulations, cyclists also have unrestricted access to the pedestrianised area. They 
are permitted to cycle everywhere at all times, but they do have to take the pedestrians rights into 
consideration.  
Cyclists must therefore proceed slowly or get off their bike and walk if it is too crowded.  
 
Trams and buses have access to the pedestrianised zone. This is of course to encourage people to use 
public transport into the city centre instead of taking the car and so avoiding parking problems 
 
In the long term, the city of Gent intends to develop further Park and Ride, create a comprehensive 
network of public transport, and integrate transport and town planning. This long-term strategy is already 
underway. Some Park and Ride projects are almost operational at this moment. 
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4. Mobility management initiatives 
 
The traffic plans have been the framework for a large number of mobility management actions. 
Indeed, the city does not want to focus on infrastructural measures only, but wants also to 
implement actions that increase awareness in people about the sustainable modes. 
 
 
Awareness measures for the bicycle 
 
A first series of mobility management measures concern the bicycle. 
 
The city wants to promote actively the use of the bicycle. One of the key ideas is to remind inhabitants of 
the ‘existence’ of the bicycle at crucial life stages. Young people and their parents are here the prime 
target. 
 
- from this year onwards, each 3 years-old receives a bicycle helmet. At this stage children start to go 

to kindergarten and we want to remind parents this does not automatically means a car trip.  
- At the age of 12, the youngsters receive a ‘reflecting’ jacket and a bracelet together with some 

bicycle tips. 
 
The city organises each years a number of events for bicyclists. Some examples during the last years 
include: 
- evening bicycle tour that attracted 500 to 600 cyclists and focused on the importance of good bicycle 

lightning; 
- breakfast for bicyclist, where more than 500 cyclists were offered a coffee and pastries; 
- a ‘search’ cyclist tour, where we wanted cyclists to discover the possibilities of recreational touring 

around the city; 
- this year we organised a second bicycle market, focusing on children’s bikes. 
 
Operational bicycle initiatives 
 
One of the disadvantages of a successful bicycle policy is that you get complaints about nuisances and 
hindrances caused by bicycles. Some of these complaints concern the abandon of bicycle ‘wrecks’ on the 
pavement, obstruction by bikes, bicycle theft, etc. Therefore a bicycle guard was created (at present 5 
people, in the near future 10 persons), that have to combat these nuisances. 
 
Bicycles in bad repair are labelled and if they are still on the pavement after 14 days they are removed to 
our own storage facility. 
During the last year 2625 bicycles were handled, 1364 of which were effectively removed. 
 
Sometimes these bicycle are stolen. The victims of bicycle theft can visit this storage facility in order to 
identify their bike. We were able to restore  98 bicycles to their owner in this way. 
 
In order to prevent theft, bicycles are also ‘engraved’ with a personal number, that is unique for every 
individual. We started this initiative in 1995 and by now about 32.000 bicycles are treated, an estimated 
22% of all bicycles in Ghent. 
 
Public transport 
 
Here the city wants to promote the use of public transport especially at peak times, e.g. during events and 
peak shopping periods.  
 
- we had for a number of years a free ‘shopping bus’, that linked an outside P&R area with the city 

centre. This free shuttle ran on Saturdays every 10 mins. from  noon to 7 a.m. Still it was only really 
successful on the extremely busy days (Christmas Period, Sales). Moreover it was criticised for being 
free, while ‘regular’ public transport users had to pay on the ‘normal’ buses and trams. 

 
Therefore it was replaced by free public transport for all during all Saturdays and shopping Sundays 
of the month of December. The public transport company estimated this caused a doubling in the 
use of public transport during the days concerned. A rough 15 to 20% were former car users.  
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Moreover the first Saturday of each month is also for free, as well as public transport on special 
days, like the Car Free Day. 

 
- again another initiative is targeted to young people. Since three years the 6-11 travel for free on 

regional an urban public transport.  
 

The present city councillor has prolonged this free public transport to the 12 to 14 years old. The 
city pays about 600.000 Euro to the public transport company in order to obtain this free public 
transport for its youngsters. This measure resulted in approx. a 30% increase in public transport use 
in this target group.  

 
Own personnel 
 
It is of course important to set the example as a city. Therefore the city took a number of initiatives to 
promote the use of the sustainable modes with its employees. The most important measures are: 
 
- a bicycle bonus of  0,15 Euro/km. with a maximum of 10 km. a day. 
- the same amount is given to people that walk to the job or people that use public transport and cannot 

benefit of other advantageous fares 
- good bicycle facilities at the work places (e.g. underground storage facility with electronic access in 

the main administrative building) 
- the possibility to get an own bicycle for commuting (company bike). These bicycles are assembled 

from older bicycles or are even newly purchased. At present about  400 employees have such a bike. 
They do not get the bicycle bonus, since they have a bike from the city. Over 350 employees have 
such a ‘ompany bike’. 

- for ‘business’ journeys, the city has a number of bikes that can be used by the employees; 
- finally, employees wanted a parking place in the underground parking lot of the administrative 

centre, have to pay a symbolic fee of  0,75 Euro/day. 
 
Building partnerships 
 
The city has established a number of partnerships in order to initiate some mobility management 
initiatives. 
 
- The most important one is the establishment of a non profit associations to let bicycles to students. 

This association is established by the city, the university and two polytechnics. The aim is to let 
bicycles to students. This year about 200 bicycles were rented out. Next  year about 500 bicycles 
should be operational and in the end the association should be able to hire out about 2000 bicycles. 

 
- Secondly the city wants to promote Green Travel plan for Schools. In this respect, a consultancy firm 

is hired, that draws up such a plan, in close collaboration with the school. In return, the city, or the 
region (if regional roads are involved) commits itself to put in some infrastructural measures, such as 
speed humps or similar devices. 
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